
ABSTRAK 
 

ERVIN SAPUTRA: DEVELOPMENT OF INSTRUMENTS GUIDING YOUNG 

TALENT SOCCER (SKILL DEFENSE) 

This research aims to develop an instrument scout young age (survival skills). The 

initial products of this instrument is 14 sheets of paper that was released by the 

Football Association of Indonesia (PSSI) for one child in the process of talent scouts. 

By using the paper it will get the deficiencies in the process of talent scouts. Of these 

shortcomings, the researchers developed an instrument into an instrument scout 

scouts android based on access via smart phone that will be in the process of talent 

scouts will be easier, effective and efficient in the process of talent scouts. With the 

development of this application can also minimize the use of paper. 

Application development scout instrument is named The Scout. Product trials small 

groups performed on 11-December-2016 in the stadium Customs East Jakarta in 

League championship Kompas Gramedia U14, with the use of applications The 

scout is only one match for the small group trial that the match between the School 

of Football (SSB) Buperta against Football school (SSB) Cibinong Son and in the 

can 4 players selected by scouts League U14 Kompas Gramedia use applications 

the Scout, .sekaligus to find the weaknesses of this application and in the revision. 

Trials large group performed on 18-December-2016 in the stadium Customs East 

Jakarta League championship Kompas Gramedia U14, application usage The Scout 

trials of this large group performed in eight games in a week, after a revision of the 

small group trial so the large group trial run smoothly and can be 19 players selected 

by scouts League U14 Kompas Gramedia. Because this study is the development it 

is not impossible that this application will continue to develop in accordance with the 

process of the football scout who leads a perfect young age. 

 


